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Substituting
(4) into (3) and integrating over xe(-_, _) gives
By (4c), the RHS of (5) 
for some b(w). Note that b(w) always satisfies the conservation law 
If the viscous (Ii) steady viscous shock profiles satisfy
Since A(w) is not a Jacobian with respect to F, the integration is path dependent and so are both the shock speed s and the jump 
--'+I --'-with the numerical flux function
-j+ I -.I the viscous form reads 
Then its viscous form reads 
Here E is the specific total energy and p the pressure, obtainable from
p = (_-I)[E -_ uu2l
using the ideal gas assumption. The primitive form using P,u and p reads
is obtained by the transformation
and the correction terms are
Consider the first order upwind approximation to (13)
Here, A c = Of/Ou is the Jacobian matrix, (AC 
Let w be a set of primitive variables and let T = Ow/Ou be the Jacobian of 8 the transformation.
The viscous form of the primitive formulation reads
The superscript p denotes primitive formulation. Then
The correction terms for the first order upwind are
For the ID Euler equations in the particular set [ = (p,u,p) , given in (28) the correction terms are 0
( PxUxCl + (I/cZ) UxPxCz + ((p/c) uZ+x(I/pC)PxPx)c4
_pi, x 
